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The Alexander UFO Religious Crisis Survey;
The Impact of UFOs and Their Occupants on Religion

By Victoria Alexander
ABSTRACT:
The results of the Survey clearly show that the views
held by most UFO researchers and writers on the subject
of UFOs and religion have been wrong and a new dia-
logue must now begin. Apart and independent from the
Survey results, it is my opinion and conclusion that of-
ficial acknowledgment we have been clandestinely in-
teracting with an advanced, technologically superior
extraterrestrial civilization would have no severe nega-
tive impact on our society's moral, intellectual, cul-
tural, religious, political or military foundations. I be-
lieve the significant and simplistic reason is that
mankind could never perceive as a threat a race of be-
ings without genitalia.

While there seems to be no doubt among Ufologists
that our government is withholding information

on UFOs. there is considerable debate on the reasons
why they are doing so. The Alexander UFO Religious
Crisis Survey: The Impact of UFOs and Their
Occupants on Religion (hereinafter referred to as
"AUS." proposed by Stanton Friedman) was designed to
address one of the generally held beliefs among UFO
researchers and writers—that acknowledgment regard-
ing the absolute reality of UFOs (and their extraterres-
trial crew) would have a deleterious effect on religious
beliefs and organizations, thereby causing some kind
of a social collapse. My proposal to do a pilot survey of
1000 religious community leaders was sponsored by
philanthropist Robert Bigelqw and The Bigelow
Foundation.

On March 8, 1994 I mailed 1000 pilot Surveys to
pseudo-randomly selected religious bodies in the conti-
nental United States. The names and addresses were
obtained from PhoneDisc Reverse, Fall 1993. Surveys
were sent to 563 Protestant churches (i.e., Presbyterian,
Episcopal, Methodist, Baptist, Seventh Day Adventist,
Lutheran, etc.), 396 Roman Catholic Churches, and 41
Synagogues. The Survey consisted of one 11 x 14 legal
size paper (printed on both sides) and an addressed
stamped return envelope. The introduction to the Survey
was an intentionally brief paragraph to respect the busy
schedules of the recipients. There was a section for
comments and optional information regarding name,
church, address and size of congregation. An over-
whelming number of participants chose to include com-
ments and remarks under each question. Also, many
letters accompanied the completed survey.

The project was closed on April 29, 1994. Five addi-
tional Surveys were received after the closing date and

were not included in the findings. Based upon the clos-
ing date figures, the total number of Surveys returned
was 230: 134 from Protestant churches, 86 from Roman
Catholic churches and 10 from synagogues. A 23% re-
sponse is statistically considered an overwhelming suc-
cess; additionally, it should be noted that the Survey
was sent by an individual and not a well-known com-
pany, organization or foundation.

The main thrust of the Survey was not only to clarify
a position I felt was promulgated without proper re-
search data by the UFO community-at-large, but to
stimulate ideas and conversation within religious com-
munities. Each of the eleven questions asked were con-
scientiously (and vigorously) designed to avoid steering
the responses in any direction. "Hot wire" words such as
"UFOs," "aliens," "Grays," "abductions," "contactees"
and "hybrid babies" were intentionally omitted to stay
clear of terms suggesting tabloid sensationalism. I did
not feel including the views of Ufologists on the subject
would benefit the overall results of AUS or impact on its
significance.

ARE UFOs A THREAT TO RELIGION?

Two UFO researchers who read the report were quick to
question the basic premise of AUS. Where's the exam-
ples, they asked. A cursory review of the UFO literature
for this article (and the critics) gave me a vast number of
examples from which to choose. To assuage my forget-
ful critics I'd like to begin by quoting MUFON's
Theology consultant, Barry H. Downing, Ph.D. from his
article "Holy Communion?" (MUFON UFO Journal,
April, 1987): "Up to the present time, there has been lit-
tle interest in the Christian community in the UFO is-
sue."

In "UFOs & Religion: The French Connection" (MU-
FON UFO Journal, June, 1988), Dr. Downing states:

"On the basis of my own experience, I know formal
theology is not ready to begin a dialogue concerning the
meaning of UFOs—I have called out. and no one has an-
swered.

"The government lie about UFOs has kept the media,
and therefore our religious institutions, from carrying on
the religious debate that the UFO concept demands.

"Let us make no mistake about how revolutionary an
idea this will be to our religious institutions (and by
our, I mean the Judeo-Christian tradition, the main reli-
gion of Western culture and of America)."
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In light of the Survey responses and comments from
theologians, the above statements are not reflective of,
nor do they substantiate, currently held beliefs and atti-
tudes.

Following are the questions that were asked of the
Survey participants and the response data. Additionally,
I have included some (but certainly not all) statements
made by leading Ufologists which are representative
of their positions.

Juestion 1, "Official confirmation of the discovery of
an advanced, technologically superior extraterres-
civilization would have severe negative effects on

the country's moral, social and religious foundations,"
was designed to introduce the basic concept to be sur-
veyed. An overwhelming 77% of the respondents, rep-
resenting the three major religions in this country, re-
jected this hypothesis.

These findings are contrary to the UFO literature
which states otherwise. In Messengers of Deception
(1979) Jacques Vallee writes:

"[UFOs] are real...Their methods are those of de-
ception: systemic manipulation of witnesses and con-
tactees; covert use of various sects and cults; control of
the channels through which the alleged 'space mes-
sages' can make an impact on the public."

Raymond W. Boeche, in his talk, "Public Reaction to
Alien Contact: A Study," given at the MUFON 1988
International Symposium, agreed there would be a "cri-
sis":

"Along with this initial societal destabilization would
come the political consequences. A widespread au-
thority crisis could develop, with sharp criticism leveled
at political, scientific, and religious leaders. The alien
culture would, in the minds of many, usurp or over-
shadow the figures of absolute authority [Presidents,
Popes, Premiers] which society has come to rely on to
establish the 'rules of the game.' Removal of these
clear-cut standards of authority could then lead to the
next stage, societal anomy [instability or lawlessness]."

Whereas, Question 1 dealt with the country's moral,
social and religious environments, Question 2, "My
congregation would perceive any contact made with a
technologically advanced extraterrestrial civilization,
direct or indirect, as a threat," subtly addresses the im-
plied threat of an "advanced technology" and "hostile in-
tentions." Excepting what is meant by "threat," re-
spondents elected to dismiss the consideration alto-
gether: 67% of the total respondents chose "Strongly
Disagree" or "Disagree"; secondarily, a total of 16%
chose "Neither Agree Nor Disagree," while only a total
of 2% chose "Strongly Agree" and a total of 13% chose
"Agree."

The UFO community typically assumes —
without research evidence — that extrater-
restrial contact would result in all sorts of
social upheaval: political, religious and eco-
nomic. Today's pastors and priests aren't
quite so paranoid.

Speaking at the MUFON 1988 Internat ional
Symposium, Barry H. Downing, Ph.D. addressed con-
cerns about the government's position vis a vis UFOs
and religion in "LIFO's: Four Questions for Theological
Seminaries":

"Future evidence may indicate that from the begin-
ning the U.S. Government was very worried about the
theological implications of UFOs, and the psychological
impact that 'UFO theology' might have on our culture.
I would say this concern is well justified.

"It seems likely that the Soviet Union is well aware of
the existence of UFOs, and that the possibility of an
emerging UFO theology was considered by both sides of
the cold war.

"Release of UFO information would have unpre-
dictable religious and cultural responses in both America
and Russia."

It is generally considered UFO "doctrine" that (a part
of) the alien agenda involves the removal of sperm

and eggs from humans for the purpose of cross-breeding.
Question 3, "The discovery of another intelligent civi-
lization would cause my congregation to question their
fundamental concepts regarding the origin of life," ad-
dresses the issue of the unique status of humans in the
universe. Since some religious organizations maintain
Man at the pinnacle of development, the existence of an-
other advanced civilization could challenge that concept.
The question impacts on the meaning of the doctrine that
God made Man in His own image. Once again, a ma-
jority opinion was found to be held by the three groups:
82% of the total respondents chose "Strongly Disagree"
or "Disagree"; while a total of 6% chose "Neither Agree
Nor Disagree." Evident by the statistics stated herein
and confirmed by the comments of respondents, the
majority felt the religious faith of their congregation
would overcome such proclamations by an unknown,
external group.

Since the alien beings predominately described by ab-
ductees lack human-like organs (and the alleged Roswell
Incident autopsies of dead aliens confirm), their ability
to successfully mate with humans would appear God-
like. In "Abduction Notes" (MUFON UFO Journal,
June 1994) John Carpenter related a typical abduction
scenario he solicited from an abductee under hypnosis:
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The theologians comments are straightfor-
ward and unambiguous in supporting their
faith: Man's relationship to God is unique;
however, God is the creator of all things.
Many respondents, in fact, would be very
curious about God's relationship to other
beings; was there "original sin" and how
did God reveal Himself to them?

"She described a classic table exam with the little
gray beings removing a fetus and showing it to her.
She became very upset when they told her telepathically
that it was hers and that she could not keep it."

Question 4, "If highly advanced intelligent civiliza-
tions exist elsewhere in the universe, the basic tenets of
religion would be present," queries the respondent on
his/her views regarding the relationship between intel-
ligence and religion. This question introduces the philo-
sophical aspect of religion's place in Man's develop-
ment. Would a "highly advanced intelligent civiliza-
tion" have long since dispensed with religion in favor of
science and knowledge? The theologians' comments
are straightforward and unambiguous in supporting their
faith: Man's relationship to God is unique; however,
God is the creator of all things. Many respondents, in
fact, would be very curious about God's relationship to
other beings; was there "original sin" and how did God
reveal Himself to them. Since our Judeo-Christian model
is based on Adam and Eve's fall from God's grace,
God's relationship to other beings would be different in
all its dimensions. This question garnered a strong re-
sponse: 70% of the total respondents to the survey chose
"Strongly Agree" or "Agree," while only a total of 2%
chose "Strongly Disagree" and 3% chose "Disagree."
Viewed as an indicator, one would infer these responses
are not those of individuals whose belief structure could
be easily shaken.

While these findings indicate theologians believe in a
universal religious principle, the aliens themselves have
been reported to express quite an opposing view. In Dr.
Thomas Bullard's seminal work, Comparative Analysis
of UFO Abduction Reports (1987), in the section
"Attitude Toward Religion," abductees relate accounts of
comments made by alien beings on the subject of reli-
gion. Based on his data, Dr. Bullard concludes: "What
we find is that the beings neither tolerate nor respect the
faith of their captives." Dr. Bullard relates several ab-
ductees' stories:

"...they confiscated his cross and admonished him
that it was not right to worship (194a). Others gave crit-
ical responses to questions about religion, asserting

"God is only one" (157), or that there is no correct reli-
gion on earth (196e), or explaining that they believed in
no gods (245). More overbearing beings mocked God
and boasted they were godlike and eternal themselves
(133) or claimed that the witness was insignificant and
a thousand years was but a day to them (210).

Dr. Bullard summarizes by stating: "The abductors
are not Christians; that conclusion at least seems clear
from the meager data available."

Question 5, "Genetic similarities between mankind
and an advanced extraterrestrial civilization would chal-
lenge the basic religious concepts of man's relative po-
sition in the universe," is a variant of Question 3 and 10
and is meant to clarify a persistent UFO Community be-
lief which states that accounts of alien interest in humans
is grounded in our genetic similarities. Is Man's place in
God's universe unique or is God's image manifold
throughout the universe? Would knowledge of other in-
telligent beings with similar genetic makeup confirm an
evolutionary process rather than a divine one? The the-
ologians surveyed responded with a total percentage of
77% for "Strongly Disagree" or "Disagree." Only 2%
chose "Strongly Agree," while a relatively low 14%
chose "Neither Agree nor Disagree."

Regarding alien "assistance" in human evolution,
Ufology's position has been adequately summarized by
Dr. Downing. From "UFOs & Religion: The French
Connection" (MUFON UFO Journal, June, 1988):

"My interpretation of the Kathie Davis story [from
Intruders by Budd Hopkins] is that UFO beings are in
charge —and have been in charge—in control [Jacques]
Vallee would say—of the genetic development of life on
earth. The UFO message to Kathie and all of us is that
UFO beings have helped develop the many human life
form variations that we have on earth. They made us
what we are today—genetically, psychologically, and
spiritually."

The abduction phenomenon lodestone is currently
understood as being a genetic engineering project,

with alien-human hybrid babies the results of such en-
deavors. How this is accomplished is a source of endless
wonder. Where does the alien sperm used to impregnate
human females come from? How does a species so dif-
ferent from us, i.e., one without respiratory, digestive or
reproductive systems (see Secret Life by David Jacobs,
among others) produce sperm compatible to human bi-
ology? It is fascinating and ironic to me that mankind—
a phallic-worshiping race—should be in the throes of an
unwanted alliance with a technologically superior race
(they got here, we can't get there) without genitalia!
Of course, there are some critics who maintain that ab-
duction reports are often researcher-driven. In that case
I can only speculate what "no-penis" aliens implies.
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Question 6, "If an advanced extraterrestrial civiliza-
tion had religious beliefs fundamentally different from
ours, it would endanger organized religions in this coun-
try," is a variation of Question 4. Essentially, would
people abandon their religion for another based on the
source being (at least technologically) far more ad-
vanced? Some writers think this is a strong possibility.
Whitley Strieber, in his Foreword to Jacques Vallee's
Dimensions, A Casebook of Alien Contact (1988) writes:
"The only thing now needed to make the UFO myth a
new religion of remarkable scope and force is a single
undeniable sighting."

Esteemed UFO researcher Jacques Vallee, in
Dimensions, considers UFOs "the next form of reli-
gion, with a new spiritual movement."

Dr. Barry Downing concurs. From "The Rock of
Ages Principle" (MUFON UFO Journal, May, 1990):

"Christian fundamentalists already claim that UFOs
are in league with the devil. If the government came
forth and identified 'the enemy' much of the UFO and
religious communities would undoubtedly flock to their
viewpoint."

Question 6 also addresses the consideration that an
extraterrestrial civilization would bring their reli-

gion here and there would be mass conversions, de-
stroying our own religious beliefs. Once again, the vari-
ation of the question did not elicit different conclusions:
a total of 70% of the respondents chose "Strongly
Disagree" or "Disagree;" again only 2% chose "Strongly
Agree" and 11% chose "Agree."

While the proven anthropological thesis is that the su-
perior culture always subsumes the inferior culture, we
cannot ignore that the "inferior culture" always manages
to retain some form of their own religion. A conquering
culture always incorporates some of the beliefs, gods and
rituals of the vanquished people. Consider that voodoo
has survived in Haiti despite a long history of violent
persecution by the Catholic Church. There's an oft-re-
peated adage regarding Haiti and their religion: Haitians
are 90% Catholic but 100% voodoo. In June, 1994, the
provisional president of Haiti, Emile Jonassaint, ended
a speech by invoking the voodoo god Agawou to fight a
rumored (as of August, 1994) U.S. invasion. From a his-
torical perspective, in such an event—aliens bringing
their religion here—precedent would strongly indicate a
merging of religions rather than a wholesale destruction
of one religion by another.

Absent from Ufology's theoretical models of the con-
tact with extraterrestrials in the fact that three of our ma-
jor religions, Christianity, Buddhism and Islam, were
transformational movements that radically affected the
world. Jesus Christ (AD 30) was a revolutionary—he
changed the Hebrew concept of a vengeful, jealous God
into a loving, forgiving God the Father; Buddha's (c.560
to c.480 BC) teachings remade the religions of Asia
and the Prophet Mohammed (AD 570 to 632 AD) in-

troduced monotheism to the nomadic tribes of the
Middle East. Is the next great transformational wave
breaking?

Arguably, if an extraterrestrial race brought their re-
ligion here—regardless of its message—I hope we
would be as tolerant of it as we are of other religions, at
least in principle. If people would prefer to join an
alien religion, surely we would be able to grant it the
same tolerance we, as a nation, give to the Church of
Satan, Santeria or Christian serpent-handling sects.
These religious groups are not a threat to mainstream re-
ligions and. according to the Survey results, an alien re-
ligion wouldn't be either.

Question 7, "Scientific confirmation of contact with
an advanced extraterrestrial civilization is probable

in our lifetime," received the total highest percentage of
39% for the response "Neither Agree Nor Disagree."
While the total response for "Strongly Disagree" and
"Disagree" was high at 47%, there is a consistent trend
in the Survey responses which shows an interest in the
theological challenges such contact would provide with-
out fear their faith would be at risk.

Question 8. "It is unlikely that direct contact with an
advanced extraterrestrial civilization has occurred or is
currently ongoing," was designed to elicit information
about the respondents knowledge of reported UFO con-
tacts and alien abductions. The answers strongly reflect
that, regardless of claims of widespread UFO sightings
and an unrelenting onslaught of alien abductions of hu-
mans, theologians have not been exposed to this infor-
mation in a manner that would indicate a responsiveness
to even consider the proposal. A total of 59% of the re-
spondents chose "Strongly Agree" or "Agree." In hopes
of better UFO Community relations with religious bod-
ies, we note that a combined 12% of the respondents
chose "Strongly Disagree" or "Disagree" and a total of
29% had no definitive opinion on this question, choos-
ing "Neither Agree nor Disagree."

Question 9. "My congregation would question their
beliefs if an advanced extraterrestrial civilization had
no system of religion," once again reaffirms the main
theme of the Survey. Is religion an antiquated concept,
barely surviving in our scientifically-oriented, for-
ward - th ink ing society? Would contact w i th an
"advanced extraterrestrial civilization" without a reli-
gion be God's death knell? From the responses we can
reasonably infer that it is assumed that faith in current
beliefs would remain firmly established. No respon-
dent chose "Strongly Agree" as an answer. However,
this opinion appears to be a little-known theological
conceit, if we review some (heaven knows there are
many more) published reports.

Researcher Karl Pflock kindly sent me the 1961
Brookings Institution report for NASA titled Proposed
Studies on the Implications of Peaceful Space Activities
for Human Affairs. The following section of the report
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addresses the consequences of a discovery of extrater-
restrial life.

"The discovery would certainly be front-page news
everywhere; the degrees of political or social repercus-
sion would probably depend on leadership's interpreta-
tion of (1) it own role, (2) threats to that role, and (3) na-
tional and personal opportunities to take advantage of
the disruption or reinforcement of the attitudes and val-
ues of others.

"How might such information, under what circum-
stances, be presented to or withheld from the public for
what ends? What might be the role of the discovering
scientists and other decision makers regarding release of
the fact of discovery!

"It has been speculated that, of all groups, scientists
and engineers might be the most devastated by the dis-
covery of relatively superior creatures, since these pro-
fessions are most clearly associated with the mastery of
nature, rather than with the understanding and expres-
sion of man.

"The positions of the major American religious de-
nominations, the Christian sects, and the eastern reli-
gions on the matter of extraterrestrial life need elucida-
tion. Consider the following: The Fundamentalist (and
antiscience) sects are growing apace around the world
and, as missionary enterprises, may have schools and a
good deal of literature attached to them.

"For them, the discovery of other life—rather than
any other space product—would be electrifying. Since
the main ones among these sects are broadly interna-
tional in their scope and are, in some places, a news
source, the principal distributors of mass media materi-
als, an important source of value interpretation, a central
social institution, an educational institution, and so on,
some scattered studies need to be made both in their
home centers and churches and their missions, in relation
to attitudes about space activities and extraterrestrial
life. Additionally, because of the international effects of
space activities and, in the event of its happening, of the
discovery of extraterrestrial life, even though space ac-
tivities are not internationalized, it is very important to
take account of other major religions.

"If superintelligence is discovered, the results be-
come quite unpredictable."

Question 10, "If an advanced extraterrestrial civi-
lization proclaimed responsibility for producing

human life, it would cause a religious crisis," addresses
one of Ufology's widely discussed theories. The theory
suggests that alien beings had something to do with our
evolutionary process, or in its more developed form,
actually came to Earth and seeded us. This theory pos-
tulates that aliens can manipulate life and in effect, de-
sign life for their own intentions and needs. Since the
creation of life is considered by religion to be solely
God's province, this question lies at the root of UFO ab-
ductee's experiences. With abductees and UFO re-

searchers claiming "they made us" the link between
God and Man has an interloper. Again, a significant
agreement among the three religious groups emerged,
with a 54% total choosing "Strongly Disagree" or
"Disagree."

Many prominent Ufologists will criticize this notion
as belonging to "fringe Ufology" (not my term!) and not
worthy of consideration. However, no one can deny its
prevalence and endurance in the UFO field. John Lear
(MUFON's State Director for Nevada, 1988-1989, and
host of the MUFON 1989 Symposium) created a
firestorm in December 1987—one which continues to
rage, spread and transform itself within Ufology. Lear's
controversial statement to the press included the fol-
lowing:

"The crucifixion of Christ on the Mount of Olives has
allegedly been put on film to show the public. The
EBE's claim to have created Christ, which, in view of
the 'Grand Deception,' could be an effort to disrupt
traditional values for undetermined reasons."

While "serious researchers" would like to dismiss
Lear. Lazar, et al, we cannot ignore the interest of

the media and UFO audiences in these individuals and
their claims. Lear's statements are not isolated. The
1991 book. Healing Shattered Reality by Alice Bryant
and Linda Seebach, contains this statement by Eunethia,
Commander of the Starship Venusia, Member of the
Ashtar Command, to researcher Yvonne Cole about the
aliens who are abducting humans: "They are of the
same group as the Orions, in that they work in an unholy
alliance for the purpose of conquest and slave breeding
colonies."

Question 11, "I believe my answers to the preceding
questions represent the views of my congregation,"
summarizes the Survey with regards to whose views
are being represented. This answer garnered the second
highest total percentage of 69% (highest total response
was Question 4, at 70%). Several theologians gave two
sets of answers, noting which were personal views and
which views they felt were those of the congregation.
The total high percentages for the three questions spec-
ifying addressing congregational viewpoints (Questions
2, 3 and 9) attest that respondents' consider themselves
arbitrators of their communities' social perspective.

Unfortunately, the overall positive approach of most
of the theologians surveyed on the subject of UFOs and
religion is not one recognized by MUFON's own
Consul tant on Theology. At the MUFON 1990
International UFO Symposium, Dr. Barry Downing
("ET Contact: The Religious Dimension") had this to
say:

"I think that kind of psychology has guided our gov-
ernment UFO policy. If our government leaders secretly
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MICHIGAN VISUAL &. RADAR SIGHTINGS
Sightings of sparkling lights & a series of radar returns strike the Holland, Michigan area.

By Shirley Coyne

Michigan, like most states, has its share of UFO
sightings during any given year. The first 66
days of the new year were extremely quiet,

with only two or three sightings being reported. That
changed on March 8, 1994, at 9:30 in the evening, when
the airspace over Holland, Michigan was invaded by
unidentified flying objects.

At 2130 hours, the Ottawa County Central Dispatch
received a telephone call from Mrs. Holly Graves of
Holland, MI. She asked the dispatcher if they knew
anything about the lights she and her family were watch-
ing. The dispatcher told her that they did not know any-
thing about them. She said, "They look like a string of
Christmas lights up in the sky. It's a circle of a lot of dif-
ferent lights, and I think somebody should check it out."
She told the dispatcher that the red, white, and blue
lights were "drifting slowly to the east-southeast." The
dispatcher asked for her address and said they would
send an officer to check it out.

The second call to Ottawa 911, was from Troy Prince,
a young man who lives two blocks from the Graves.
Troy told the dispatcher, "We are seeing four lights go-
ing back and forth. It's a circle of lights and they split
apart leaving three, split apart leaving just two. Then
they are like in a "V," you know..."

The dispatcher told Troy that an officer had already
been dispatched to his area, Country Club Lane and
16th Street.

At 2133 hours, Officer Jeff Velthouse had been dis-
patched to investigate the lights on Country Club Lane.
He was enroute to the Graves home when he got the sec-
ond call from the dispatcher. He was already traveling on
16th Street, where Troy Prince lives in an apartment
complex, and decided that he might as well respond to
that address first.

As he approached the apartment complex, he was
told by the 911 dispatcher that they had received nu-
merous calls about the strange lights. If he would go to
the Graves residence, he could see the "objects" from the
Graves front yard. He radioed his back-up, Sgt.
DeJonge. and handed off the Troy Prince call.

It was 2143 hours, when Officer Velthouse responded
to the Graves home and noticed Darrell Graves standing
in the front yard with binoculars. Mr. Graves told the of-
ficer that he had been alerted by his children, who had
seen a strange object hovering above the house across
the road. He then pointed to an object that was southwest
of them and approximately 25° up from the horizon.

Mr. Graves told him that the object, along with four
or five similar objects, had formed a circle and then

separated. He handed the binoculars to Officer Velthouse
so he could look at the objects, which were a couple of
miles away.

While using the binoculars, the officer was able to see
a second object. He said the objects were separated by
quite a distance but did not know how far apart they
were. There were red, green, and white lights on the ob-
jects, but he was unable to determine any type of shape.
He said the lights appeared to be different than any air-
craft lights he had ever seen. "The lights on the objects
appeared to be oscillating, rather than blinking," he
said. They were still moving in a southwesterly direction
so he decided to follow them. He got into the patrol car
and headed southwest. "I wanted to watch them to see if
I could tell what they really were," he said.

He radioed 911 and was told they had received a
great number of calls from concerned citizens. The dis-
patcher asked Velthouse to give the present direction in
which the objects were traveling. Velthouse replied,
"Still traveling southwest."

After talking with Velthouse, the 911 dispatcher con-
tinued to receive calls from excited residents in

Ottawa and Allegan Counties, so he decided to call the
National Weather Service which is housed at Muskegon
County Airport. 60 miles to the north of Holland. When
the weather person answered the telephone, the dis-
patcher asked if they had access to radar, and was an-
swered in the affirmative.

911 dispatcher: "Are you getting anything unusual in
the southern portion of Ottawa or northern Allegan
Counties?"

Radar operator: "Nothing more than the usual."
911 dispatcher: "We're getting reports of strange ob-

jects that are jumping about and traveling to the south-
west. We have 60 calls already."

Radar operator: "I'm looking in the vertical, getting a
large return down there. It's about 6,000...oops! it just
disappeared...uh...yeah, there it is about 6,000 feet...now
it's moving south."

911 dispatcher: "That's really strange."
Radar operator: "It's moving...looks like it's about 80

kilometers from me, down near South Haven...now
moving toward the west-southwest. It looks like a big
blob."

911-dispatcher: "That's the way it was explained to
us. We'll have to call the UFO Reporting Center..."

Radar operator: "It's a pretty strong return I'm get-
ting...Oh my God, what is that? Now I'm getting three
...just getting three of them separated by about...5,000
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feet in height and maybe 50 kilometers apart. They are
very strong returns. It's something pretty solid."

As the radar operator watched the objects on the
scope, Officer Velthouse was in his patrol car driving
southwest, and watching three objects that were moving
in the same direction. He was unable to get closer than
two miles from them, therefore, he could not see a
shape or size.

He got on the radio and put in a request for the dis-
patcher to call the National Weather Service and ask if
they had any "blips" on their radar. The dispatcher told
him that contact had already been made, and the radar
operator was tracking three objects over the same areas
where eyewitnesses were watching them from the
ground.

As Velthouse continued following the objects, the
911 dispatcher was still talking on the telephone, getting
a blow-by-blow account from the radar operator.

Radar operator: "There's one over South Haven, one
by the lake shore near Benton Harbor, one near
Decatur...wait...there's one down by Berrien County.
Wait a minute...South Haven just moved northwest by
about...one 20 miles west, over the lake. There's one
down by Coloma and one just off the coast of Benton
Harbor. They're 7 to 12,000 feet..."

911 dispatcher: "This is really strange...weird."
Radar operator: "I'm getting four...these are big, big-

ger than planes. Three moving toward Chicago, three in
a triangle and one way down on the southern coast of
Lake Michigan."

Officer Velthouse suddenly lost sight of the objects,
as he drove southwest. He drove over to Tulip City

Airport, parked the patrol car, and attempted to relocate
them. For several minutes he waited, scanning the night
sky visually. There was nothing unusual in the sky, not
even a plane taking off or landing at the small airport.
He did not see any personnel because the airport, being
small and without radar, closes at 9:00 in the evening.

About 2250 hours, Velthouse called 911 and was
patched in to the National Weather Service. He wanted
to ask the radar operator what he had seen on the radar
screen.

The radar operator called 911 and asked if Officer
Velthouse was who he said he was. The dispatcher told
the radar operator that the officer was the person who
had watched the objects from the ground and followed
them. The radar operator then said that he would talk
with Velthouse.

Radar operator: "What is really going on down
there?"

Officer: "We don't know. People are calling in and
telling us about these strange objects..."

Radar operator: "What did it look like?"
Officer: "Witnesses are seeing five or six objects,

some cylindrically-shaped, circles with blue, red, white,
and green lights. We've had reports from south Holland

"It's a pretty strong return I'm getting.. .Oh
my God, what is that? Now I'm getting three
of them separated by about 5,000 feet in
height and maybe 50 kilometers apart. They
are very strong returns. It's something
pretty solid."

and over in northern Allegan County. Lots of lights
moving all over the place."

Radar operator: "There were three and sometimes
four blips, and they weren't planes. Planes show as pin
points on the scope, these were the size of half a thumb
nail. They were from 5 to 12,000 feet at times, moving
all over the place. Three were moving toward Chicago.
I never saw anything like it before, not even when I'm
doing severe weather."

Officer Velthouse asked the radar operator if he could
determine how fast the objects were traveling. He told
the officer that one moved 20 miles off shore in 10 sec-
onds.

Radar operator: "Wish we had pictures of what I
could see. Actually there are blips showing up on the
screen and being recorded on the computer part of it, so
we can see that." He then informed the officer that the
tower at Muskegon County Airport had also observed
the objects on radar, as did the tower at Grand Rapids
International Airport.

At 10:36 p.m., I was in my office grading some Field
Investigator exams when the telephone rang. Robert
Gribble, Western Region Director for MUFON, and
founder of the UFO Reporting Center based in Seattle,
WA, was calling to give me information about a radar
observation/UFO sighting. When we finished the con-
versation and said goodby, I began making telephone
calls.

I called the Ottawa County Central Dispatch, control
towers at Muskegon County Airport and Grand Rapids,
the National Weather Service, and Val Rose, Michigan
MUFON weather person.

Dispatch deputy director, Rebecca Schatney, told me
that it was the department's practice to call the weather
service for information about why an officer was ob-
serving something unusual. She said the officer and the
dispatchers had completed their 3 to 11:00 p.m. shift, but
if I would call back the next day I would be able to
speak with them.

The radar operator stated that he had tracked three
and sometimes four objects which were jumping all
over the place, were very strong returns, and very solid.
The object that had hovered over South Haven moved
20 miles off shore in 10 seconds. He was still very ex-
cited over what he had observed and repeated the details
three times. He also said it was their practice to contact
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the UFO Reporting Center when something was ob-
served.

The control tower personnel stated they did not see
anything on their radar. They did admit watching from a
window as the lights moved in a triangle formation.

When Officer Velthouse spoke with the radar opera-
tor at 2250 hours, he was given the same information
about the object's movement to the center of Lake
Michigan, and the time it took to get there. He also
told the officer that he had spoken to me earlier (at
10:40 p.m.), and he gave him my name and telephone
number. That portion of their conversation was not in-
cluded on our copy of the Ottawa County 911 tape.
Also missing was confirmation that the object moved
from South Haven to 20 miles off shore in 10 seconds.
When Officer Velthouse wrote his report at the conclu-
sion of his shift, he included the conversation that he had
with the radar operator.

To the southeast of Decatur, approximately 10 miles
distance, is the small town of Marcellus. A young

woman who lives there took several minutes of video
footage while standing on her back deck. She saw two
objects at 9:30 p.m., and watched as they "jumped"
around in the night sky. As the radar operator watched
the screen, he could see a "blip" over Decatur. The
woman was video taping what he was seeing.

Officer Velthouse said the lights were moving south-
west toward Lake Michigan. Each object had one light
that was green, another that was red, green and white.
They would stand still over Holland, then move south-
west. When the objects were flying in a triangle forma-
tion, one would move out of formation, then move back
in.

At the same time, the National Weather Service op-
erator picked up radar blips that were moving in the
same manner. Simultaneously, tower personnel at
Muskegon County Airport saw what they took to be
aircraft flying in formation some 60 miles south, near
South Haven.

Reports began to "trickle" in and eyewitnesses were
located. On Friday, March 11, 1994, we were knee-
deep in sighting reports. Our telephones were ringing
non-stop, day and night. We tried to make assessments
of what we had and what we were dealing with. State
Section Directors Donald Ashley for Ottawa County
and Virginia Tilly for Kent County began to coordinate
the field investigators. We launched a full investiga-
tion by undertaking the slow process of interviewing the
witnesses.

Actually the sightings began on March 7, 1994, at
10:30 in the evening, when Scott Ruiter was driving
south on 168th Street, near M31 in Grand Haven. He no-
ticed a string of four lights moving from west-northwest
to east-southeast. The lights, which were moving slowly,
would blink in sequence from right to left, then repeat
the pattern. He stopped his car and watched them for a

while. The object appeared to be at an elevation of
2,000 feet or less, and was one half mile away, over a
tree line. He watched the lights until they moved out of
his range of vision. There were three other witnesses to
this event and the investigator is trying to locate them.

Joey Graves, age 14, was the first member of the
family to see the object on March 8, 1994, at 9:30 p.m.
He and sister Michelle, age 10, were in the living room
watching TV. Their parents, Holly and Darrell Graves,
were in their bedroom watching TV.

Joey was lying on the sofa as he watched TV. When
he changed his position, by rolling over, his attention
was drawn to a circle of lights which were above the
road about tree-top level. To him, it looked larger than
the length of three cars put together. "It had white lights
and every once in a while they changed over to red. It
was too big to be a balloon." As the object was "drifting
slowly" toward the farmhouse across the road, Joey be-
gan to yell, "Look at this...look at this!"

Michelle looked out the front window and saw the
object hovering above the farmer's house. "It had all
kinds of lights going in a circle around it. It was pretty
big, maybe as big as the house it was sitting over," she
said. The children fled the living room to alert their
parents. They were both yelling "look at this," as they
ran toward the bedroom.

The whole family returned to the living room win-
dow. Everyone was shocked at what they saw. Holly
Graves said, "It was the weirdest thing I saw in my
life." She said it was just sitting there above the house.
"It was a big circle. It had lights, but they weren't blink-
ing, not then. It was circular and turning and not blink-
ing," she said. She was curious and excited, but had
no idea what she was looking at. It just seemed really
"weird" to her. When the lights began to blink, it re-
minded her of Christmas lights when they are blinking,
"like they are chasing each other." She said, "What we
saw was not the whole craft, but the bottom of it, turning
in a clockwise motion."

Darrell Graves thought he was looking at helium
balloons. He figured some kids had put lights in bal-
loons, for a prank. Suddenly he realized this was some-
thing unlike anything he had ever seen. He also de-
scribed the object as being circular with inset lights.
"The body of the object was oscillating in a clockwise
motion but there was no sound," he said. They watched
for 10 minutes before the object began to rise and drift
away very slowly.

The family watched four to five similar objects as
they moved together to form a circle, would separate,
move about, and come back together. When an object
left the formation, it would dart away, then return.

Officer Velthouse arrived at 9:43 p.m., and Darrell
spoke with him. After he left, the family went to bed.

Troy Prince, his brother, and another man all share an
apartment on 16th Street. When they noticed the lights
they stepped onto their second story balcony so they
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could get a better view. They could see four lights that
were in a circle-shaped formation. The lights were blink-
ing in sequence. They would separate and come back to-
gether in what looked to them like a big "V"-shape.
The objects would separate one at a time. "First there
were four, then three, then two," Troy said. The men
watched until a line of trees obscured their vision. They
felt certain the objects had gone down in a corn field.
(Note: A team of MUFON investigators walked the
corn stubble field but did not find any evidence that
indicated a landing.)

L ee Lamberts, sports editor for the Holland Sentinel
newspaper, saw intense l ights f lying in a

boomerang-shaped formation, about the same time the
Graves and Troy Prince were experiencing their sighting.
Lambert said, "The formation of lights stayed perfect. It
sounded distinctly like one jet, but there were half a
dozen lights on it, and as many as ten." The object
moved very slowly over Holland High School field
house.

At 9:30 p.m., the woman who lives in Marcellus
looked out the window and saw some very strange
lights in the night sky. She picked up her video camera
and went out on the deck. She took several minutes of
footage as two objects darted about.

Marcellus is less than 40 miles from South Haven and
10 miles from Decatur. Perhaps the woman filmed the
object at Decatur and the one that suddenly showed up
in Berrien County, which is southwest of her.

To the north of Holland, in Newaygo County, a man
was standing outdoors at 9:30 p.m., looking at the stars.
He was looking west when suddenly an extremely bright
object "dropped" straight down. He thought it was prob-
ably a falling star "without a tail," until the second object
dropped in the same manner in the same spot.

At the same time, his sister, who lives in Ferrysburg,
was watching a bright object that was hovering over
Lake Michigan. She turned from the window momen-
tarily and when she turned back, the object was gone.
Ferrysburg is 15 miles south of Muskegon, 30 miles
north of Holland.

Two employees at the power plant in South Haven
watched lights that were hovering nearby. Suddenly the
lights shot out across Lake Michigan. Were they looking
at the same object the radar operator was seeing on the
scope?

State section director for Van Buren County, Elmer
Bean, and other investigators are following up on this
sighting. There are other witnesses involved and they are
trying to locate them.

Michigan MUFON is in the midst of a major, radar-
confirmed UFO "flap," with more than 300 witnesses to
interview. What the eyewitnesses were seeing coincides
with what the radar operator was looking at on his
scope.

In Newaygo County, a man standing out-
doors at 9:30 p.m., looking at stars, saw
an extremely bright object suddenly drop
straight down. He thought it was a falling
star "without a tail," until a second object
dropped in the same manner in the same
spot.

Everyone is interested in what happened in Holland,
Michigan on that cold starry night of March 8, 1994.
The last reported sighting from Holland occurred one
hour ago, at 10:30 p.m., March 11, 1994.

The sightings were not isolated incidents on the west
side of the state. On March 8, 1994, at 9:30 p.m., sight-
ings were occurring all over the State of Michigan.
There are 82 counties in the state; sightings were re-
ported in 42 of the counties, from the Upper Peninsula,
down to the Ohio and Indiana borders. The more inter-
esting cases occurred from March 10, 1994 to the pre-
sent. Part two of this article will contain detailed de-
scriptions of some of the cases that occurred in Ottawa,
Kent, Van Buren, Kalamazoo and Genesee Counties.

There are ten video tapes that are in the process of, or
waiting to be analyzed, and more than a dozen pho-
tographs. Two of our MUFON investigators were for-
tunate in that they had sightings in different counties on
different nights.

I have filed Freedom of Information Act requests
with the National Weather Service to obtain the "com-
puter part" print-out of what was being seen on the
radar screen. I was told that the SR-70 radar that was be-
ing used that night did not have computer "hook-up" ca-
pability. I suspect that isn't true, however, because the
radar operator made the statement to Officer Velthouse
that "actually, there are blips showing up on the screen
and being recorded on the computer part of it, so we can
see that."

Requests have also been filed with the FAA in regard
to the radar observations by control tower personnel at
Muskegon County Airport, Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo,
O'Hare, and near Kimbell, Minnesota.

We have the written report that Officer Jeff Velthouse
filed, admission from the radar operator, and a copy of
the Ottawa County 911 tape, which was obtained
through an FOIA request by Michael Walsh, a reporter
for the Muskegon Chronicle newspaper in Muskegon.

A case of this magnitude could take a year or more to
complete. Look for Part Two in a subsequent issue of the
Journal.

Shirley Coyne Is the Michigan State Director and
Director of Field Investigator Training on the MUFON
Board of Directors.
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CLOSE ENCOUNTERS IN WEST VIRGINIA
They tend to get overlooked in all the exotic hoopla, but good UFO cases are still out there.

by Dr. Ted Spickler

The exciting disclosures from Roswell crash in-
vestigations and abduction accounts tend to over-
shadow "ordinary" close encounters. A rash of in-

teresting sighting reports have recently surfaced through-
out the eastern and central portions of West Virginia as
if to remind us that close encounters are anything but or-
dinary.

During September and October of 1993, residents
of Stonewood (near Clarksburg) were amazed night af-
ter night by various displays of lights that occasionally
flew low overhead, giving the impression of a brightly-
lit cross with many individual white lights lined in rows
along the bottom (the local airport was not aware of any
advertising planes in the area).

In December a housewife near Martinsburg was
shocked when a bright light swooped in from the sky
nearly crashing into her bedroom window. She had just
come upstairs near midnight and yelled to her sleeping
brother and his wife. They came rushing into her room
to catch a glimpse of something big rising up from the
back yard towards the roof of their house. It was de-
scribed as circular, perhaps 50 feet in diameter, with a
shiny, metallic, brass-like finish sporting red lights un-
derneath. A bright white "crystalline" cupola sat on top
of the overturned saucer shape. Feeling vulnerable, she
asked that the window blinds be drawn to shield them
from the gaze of whatever might be watching them and
her brother suggested shooting it, an idea quickly vetoed
by the others. The object passed over the house and
was seen moving above a quarry on the other side of the
road from their house. They watched it for a long time as
it moved back and forth over the quarry. Eventually it
zoomed out of sight in the blink of an eye.

The experience was of special significance to the
housewife, who had no prior interest or belief in UFO's.
She exhibited a strong religious belief and was gen-
uinely puzzled that her church had not prepared her for
this experience. The object came back a few nights
later, caused TV interference, and has not been seen
again. Don Morar, MUFON's investigator on this case,
was impressed with the sincerity of all of the witnesses,
who beg anonymity.

Karen Heaster reports to us from Quiet Dell where a
women and her two nephews (ages 13 and 15) experi-
enced a "hat-like" object rising up from behind some
nearby trees and passing about 300 feet in front of their
car. They described a badly tarnished silver-type surface
with bright red lights and a diamond-shaped window in
the center. There was no sound but electromagnetic in-
terference occurred with the car engine, radio, tape

player, and clock radio. This experience converted a
few more observer skeptics into "true believers."

Gregg Knight, our Assistant State Director, investi-
gated a remarkable claim from Morgantown, West
Virginia. Jane M. (not her real name) and her boyfriend,
John, were out for an evening ride in his truck. Shortly
after 10:00 P.M. on Sunday night February 20, 1994,
they were driving up a long hill heading south away
from downtown Morgantown (Route 119). As they
cleared the top of the hill and snaked along the winding
ridgetop, Jane pointed out a triangular pattern of lights
off to their left flying low over a shallow valley. The sky
was clear and despite the cold weather they rolled down
a window to get a better view. They suspected a heli-
copter was out looking for an escaped fugitive since a
spotlight could be seen shining down onto the woods be-
low.

There appeared to be three red lights at each end of
the triangle with one green light just below one of

the red lights. The object emitted no sound and was
flying in a straight line about 30 degrees above the hori-
zon. Just past the entrance to a Ramada Inn, the object
passed directly over their truck from the rear. John
slowed down to 15 miles per hour, leaned forward
hunching over the steering wheel, looked straight up and
was astounded. It was huge (apparent size estimated
by imagining a briefcase held at arm's length) and had
a metallic surface. Jane was so amazed she stuck her
head out of the passenger window and stared up in awe.
The surface was a "whitish grey" with a brushed alu-
minum-type luster. Seams were visible in the amber
light reflected from the sodium vapor interstate lights.
Red lights could be seen at the four corners of a rectan-
gular shape with one green light just toward the inside of
the object at one of the corners.

There was no sound as it "floated" sedately forward
and away from them (possibly traveling at a speed of
less than 40 mph). They took the entrance ramp onto I-
68 heading toward the southwest while the object pulled
ahead of them moving in the same direction. By the
time they advanced to the westbound lane of the inter-
state, the object had crossed over the interstate, flipped
over onto its side, and flew alongside them. Jane had a
strange feeling that it was deliberately "showing off' for
their benefit and took note of the time (10:10 P.M.) for
future reference. They never saw anything of the craft
other than that flat, rectangular bottom.

As the UFO gradually slipped away to the south,
Jane urged John to take 179 heading south toward
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Jane was astounded, reporting the experi-
ence as awesome and amazing. John, on
the other hand, found the event to be dis-
tressing and frightening. In his judgement it
was dangerous to fool around with some-
thing so mysterious, unexplainable and
close.

Clarksburg, a route that would have placed them back
underneath the object, but John had a bad feeling about
all this. Against Jane's exhortations he drove onto 179
heading north. John pressed desperately upon the ac-
celerator pedal and may have approached a speed of 90
miles per hour in a successful effort to get as far away
from it as possible.

Jane convinced John to take the next exit (number
152, Westover) where she called the Morgantown airport
from an Exxon station hoping for some rational expla-
nation. A man in the tower talked to her and knew of no
air traffic in the vicinity. He contacted the Clarksburg
airport (about 35 miles to the south) and she heard
Clarksburg also claim no knowledge of any craft flying
in the area. It was too low to be picked up on radar. She
was surprised at the sympathetic and cooperative re-
sponse she got from the airport, as if a UFO is not such
a ridiculous thing to report as she might have thought!

How many other witnesses may exist to this sighting
is unknown. There were no other cars noticed on the
road by the witnesses. Gregg wisely invited Jane and
John to the first West Virginia State MUFON conference
held this past April where they told their story again to
the assembled members who were all quite impressed.
In May I traveled to Morgantown and interviewed them
at the site, taking rough measurements of angles and dis-
tances.

When first noticed, the object was 4.5 miles south-
west of the Morgantown airport and about six hundred
feet away from the witnesses. It subtended an angle of
two closed fists at arm's length (roughly 25 degrees)
yielding a trigonometric length estimate of about 200
feet. The witness description is consistent with a straight
line flight path at speeds too slow for ordinary aircraft.
John suspected the object was not much higher than a
Comfort Inn sign located above them to the left (the road
is cut 100 feet deep into the ridge top) which places the
sign at about 300 feet above the witnesses. If we assume
the object was 400 feet above them at closest approach,
it would have subtended an angle of 50 degrees, which
is consistent with that of a brief case held at arm's
length. The reported speeds and measured distances of
the trip suggest a total viewing time of about 4 minutes.

Both witnesses give every impression of being sincere
and credible. They had not been drinking and ridiculed
a suggestion they may have been on drugs. Jane is reli-
gious but displays a hard-nosed approach to judging
other aspects of reality and has no interest in New Age
beliefs. Neither witness expressed any prior interest in
UFO's and would not have taken a report such as this
one seriously if it had been reported to them by some-
body else. This sighting has had a profound impact
upon their beliefs. Jane was astounded, reporting the ex-
perience as awesome and amazing. She wants to know
more about the subject of UFO's. On the other hand,
John found the event to be distressing and frightening. In
his judgement it was dangerous to fool around with
something so mysterious, unexplainable and close.

These encounters and more like them are being com-
piled by Bob Teets (who has spent the last year studying
UFO's for the Human Potential Foundation) into a book
on West Virginia sightings to be published shortly by
Headline Books Inc.

Dr. Spickler Is MUFON state director for West Virginia.

RELIGIOUS CRISIS — Continued from Page 7

consulted with a few modern theologians, and said to
them, 'We know UFOs are real. Should we tell the pub-
lic, or keep it quiet,' I am sure the majority of clergy
would say, 'Keep it quiet.'

"Suffice it to say that there is much at stake for
Western religion in the UFO experience. If our gov-
ernment revealed the truth about UFOs, I am not sure
what might be the social and religious-spiritual conse-
quences for our society."

Clearly, it is time to rethink our attitudes regarding re-
ligion and UFOs. I hope other researchers will follow
my lead and develop dialogues with their religious com-
munities. To ignore religion is harmful to our objec-
tives. It is only through "playing the numbers game"
(inviting the religious communities to join us) that we
will achieve our purpose of full disclosure. We have a
vast, untapped, unified source of power and influence—
the religious communities—that we should actively pur-
sue. Perhaps when we have numbers that count, our
government will begin to take us seriously.
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GET INVOLVED & MAKE A
Now that some serious research money may be on the table, stake out your territory and run with it.

by Dr. Richard F. Haines

It is probably true to say that almost all MUFON
members want to make a positive difference in solv-
ing the so-called UFO mystery. You sincerely desire

to work individually and together to uncover new facts
which may finally explain what is going on. And you
may also have already heard about the importance of
getting involved somehow. For instance, you may have
studied the MUFON field investigator's manual and
are now certified as a field investigator. Now you sit and
wait for "that case" to occur near enough to you to go
out and "study" it. But the case has not yet occurred and
you are getting a little impatient. What else can you
do?

I had the opportunity to speak at the MUFON 1994
International UFO Symposium meeting in Austin,
Texas. Once again I was personally impressed with the
patient.endurance and seeming deep interest of so many
people in the audience about so many different aspects
of the UFO phenomena. I was struck by the apparent
high level of motivation (and, perhaps, curiosity) of
those present. And so I took the opportunity to share an
idea with the audience. I want to repeat it here (with
some editorial corrections and additions) for your con-
sideration, in case you were not able to attend the meet-
ing. Since my remarks were videotape recorded I hesi-
tate to quote myself from memory, nevertheless, this is
the jist of my brief remarks in Austin.

"I am impressed with the fact that you (the audi-
ence ) have sat here for upwards of twelve hours a day,
late into the evening, to hear the speakers. I know of
very few scientific audiences who would do the same.
And I interpret your behavior as one sign of your serious
commitment to this important subject. So, I would like
to challenge each of you to put your patience and cre-
ativity to use for the good of ufology. Here is an idea for
you to think about. Select some subject which is of in-
terest to you and then read all you can about it, then
share your findings with others. You can make a contri-
bution. You may even be a speaker at next year's MU-
FON meeting." I was finished.

But upon returning home from Austin I began to
think about what else I could do to help you actually
move out on your own to accomplish this challenge.
Here, then, are some topics that continue to be of inter-
est to me and which you also might want to research. Of
course you may think up many others as well. Following
this list are a few steps which may help you complete the
project so that others can learn from your work.

A Brief List of UFO Study Projects

Some Historical Questions:
A review of UFO sightings from two years before to

two years after a military conflict/war (e.g., 7-day
Israeli-Arab conflict).

A collection of cases involving cylindrical-shaped
aerial objects.

A collection of cases involving ( )-shaped aer-
ial objects. (You choose)

A comparison of object shapes for cases in which the
object only flies horizontally vs. those cases where the
object only flies vertically.

An analysis of reported UFO shapes by year versus
UFO shapes presented in science fiction movies (listed
by year). When do totally new shapes appear?

An analysis of reported alien body shapes/features by
year versus alien body shapes/features in science fiction
movies (listed by year).

A collection of cases involving falling leaf motion vs.
object shape.

A collection of cases involving falling leaf motion vs.
( ). (You choose)

A comparison of cases involving huge "mother ships"
with and without smaller craft.

A collection of UFO sighting reports from Viet Nam
(from just before to just after the French and the
American involvements).

A listing of UFO photographs in which (1) the object
was seen, (2) the object was not seen visually. What con-
ditions existed that could explain the findings?

A search of...
All Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests

made to the FBI concerning (1) UFO sightings near
atomic plants, (2) major power failures in Canada, USA,
Mexico, (3) all missing person cases alleging alien ab-
ductions, (4) instances where national level press stories
were suppressed by the FBI.

A search of...
All FOIA requests made to the U. S. Air Force for (1)

gun camera footage, (2) educational/training films which
include UFO imagery, (3) the famous "Holloman Air
Force Base" landing 16mm movie footage.

A search of...
All FOIA requests made to NASA for (1) Apollo

lunar landing movie and TV footage that includes any
unusual objects, beings, or phenomena not explainable
or expected prior to the mission, (2) Pioneer-Venus im-
agery-which includes any of the above things.
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A search of...
All FOIA requests made to the CIA for (1) unclassi-

fied or classified correspondences made between the
Soviet and American consulates (anywhere in the world)
dealing with UFO themes or details (specific or general),
(2) satellite imagery of Area 51 in Nevada, (3) historical
file material on the 1946-1948 era in and around
Roswell, New Mexico.

Some Current Research Issues:
A listing of cases where audible noises were recorded

(with emphasis given to available recordings and de-
tails).

Analysis of invariant details surrounding UFO waves
(i.e., a replication of earlier work by Dr. David R.
Saunders published in the 1976 CUFOS Conference
proceedings, pg. 231).

Can microwave energy drain a battery of its electrical
power? If so what are the power levels, times, and prob-
able mechanisms involved?

An analysis of past and present commercial adver-
tising involving UFO imagery. (Who was the sponsor?
What was the total circulation per issue? How many dif-
ferent issues did the illustration appear in? Who was the
editor/decision maker? Are there any non-intuitive trends
reappearing over time?)

How long can a high energy plasma (like ball light-
ning) be maintained in the atmosphere using current
technology and what are its perceptual characteristics
during daytime and at night?

Interview local air traffic controllers about their jobs,
etc. ("Oh, by the way, perhaps you've seen something
unusual?")

Interview pilots, policemen, FEMA officials, etc.
about their jobs, etc. ("Oh, by the way...")

If MJ-12 actually exists, who are the likely successors
today and why?

What proportion of UFO books published in America
are published privately and why?

What are military and commercial pilots required to
do if they see a UFO and what official reasons are
given?

Who are now serving on all U. S. Congress commit-
tees that have oversight and knowledge about so-called
"black budget" expenditures? How were they appointed
and by whom? Is there a hidden chain of responsibility
being passed along?

A review of U.S. patents of antigravity machines.
Who in the world are most scientifically qualified to

build a levitating machine and who of them probably has
the required funding?

Who in the world are now writing classified and un-
classified papers on a unified field theory?

Who are today's leaders in research using a Super-
conducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID)?

How many (and which) of the known so-called "non-
lethal" technologies now being developed might be
used/directed at E.T. life forms if necessary?

Using the most modern star catalogues, equipment,
etc., can the so-called Marjorie Fish "star map" results
(related to the Betty and Barney Hill case) be repeated?

Using non-coaching hypnotic regression techniques
(e.g., the "Three Stage Technique," Journal of UFO
Studies, Vol. 1), can the abduction study by Dr. Alvin H.
Lawson ("What Can We Learn from Hypnosis of
Imaginary 'Abductees'?" ) be repeated? (MUFON 1977
UFO Symposium Proceedings)

Carefully plan and conduct a crop circle hoax of
great precision and scale but also obtain equally careful
video, photographic, and other records of the process for
later analysis.

Here are a few general ideas on how to accomplish
one of these challenges. First, don't let anyone tell

you you aren't qualified. You probably are! Second,
don't expect to solve all of the world's problems by
yourself, i.e., be realistic about what you can do; let
others accomplish what they can. Third, spend a little
time each week on the project rather than making it a 24
hour a day job. This will allow your mind to stay re-
freshed and to permit insights and wisdom to emerge
from your endeavors. Fourth, ask a lot of questions in li-
braries, using computer bulletin boards, during face to
face meetings with officials, etc. And read everything
you can find on the subject. Fifth, keep a written journal
record of your project from which a final report can be
written later. Sixth, keep a spouse, work associate, pro-
fessional colleague, significant other, or someone else in-
formed of your progress from time to time. Don't work
in a total vacuum. Seventh, share your puzzling ques-
tions and frustrations with others soon after they appear.
Don't allow them to impede your progress. Finally, try to
find enjoyment in what you do. Remember, you may
well make an important breakthrough in this wild, weird,
and wonderful world we call ufology.

© 1994 Richard F. Haines

Dr. Haines is a retired NASA perceptual psychologist.
His most recent book Is Project Delta—A Study of
Multiple UFO.

MUFON 1994 INTERNATIONAL
UFO SYMPOSIUM PROCEEDINGS

"UFOLOGY: A Historical Perspective"
Fourteen papers - 306 pages

Price: $20 plus $1.50 for postage and handling.
MUFON, 103 Oldtowne Rd., Seguin, TX 78155-4099
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RESEARCH INQUIRY
I am a hypnotherapist in Santa Barbara, California, and
have a support group for people who believe that they
have experienced some form of encounter and/or ab-
duction by alien beings. The meetings offer a totally
open and safe space for dialogue regarding personal
experiences, personal beliefs, and the implications of
what such encounters might portend in a larger sense for
this planet. Any topic regarding anomalous phenom-
ena that a group member feels strongly about and wants
to discuss is allowed.

I was not surprised, therefore, when a woman asked
to speak to me one day about something that was trou-
bling her and that she didn't know how to deal with or
understand. In all honesty, when I heard her story, I
thought there was the possibility that this individual
was highly imaginative. But when a second person
some time later spoke to me of the same thing, I decided
to look into this further.

The first woman's story, whom we shall name Vera
(pseudonym), went something like this: Vera had driven
her car to the post office to get stamps. She walked in and
joined the line, taking the end position. Soon thereafter
a man walked in and asked the man directly in front of
Vera if this was the end of the line. The man ahead of
Vera answered that he was indeed the end of the line,
wherein Vera spoke up and said that she was the end of
the line. No one looked at Vera or acknowledged that she
had spoken and, in fact, she was almost stepped on as the
second man took up the end position in line. Vera thought
to herself how rude these people were and moved slight-
ly to the side of the line, so as not to be jostled: she con-
tinued moving up with the other people. When her time
came to go to the counter to be helped, she walked up
and stated her business and. quite to her amazement, the
man behind her walked right up and did the same. The
postal clerk never acknowledged Vera but began assist-
ing the man. Vera announced loudly that she was there
first, but no one paid the slightest attention to her.
Getting very upset by this time with what she considered
extreme rudeness, she just walked out of the post office
and went home. A number of days later, she was at-
tempting to get some assistance in a store and no one
would help her or even acknowledge that she was pre-
sent. It seemed as if she was invisible to people around
her and also couldn't be heard when she spoke. She
had no idea what was happening, but she certainly
wasn't pleased about it.

When, a second person came to me with a story that
seemed to involve invisibility, I began to take this a lit-
tle more seriously. In brief, this woman was sitt ing on
the sofa, letting her mind wander as she stared at the

wall. The wall seemed to take on a less-than-solid form
and she was fascinated with it When she finally came
out of her reverie, she was astonished to find her hus-
band searching the house for her. Upon seeing her sitting
on the sofa, he asked her where she had been hiding.
When she said that she had been sitting there all along,
he stated that he had been past the sofa a number of
times searching for her and she certainly had not been
there. Here, again, although she was physically pre-
sent, she seemed to be unseen by another person.

At this point, I decided to check with a number of
other researchers and see if anyone else had ever heard
of such a report. I was surprised to find that a number of
other researchers had, in just the past year or so, either
heard of this or knew someone directly who had expe-
rienced something akin to this.

I was given several leads in Texas and followed up on
them. I spoke with two individuals in different towns
who reported invisibility experiences. One woman went
through a cafeteria line and when she approached the
cashier, the cashier couldn't see her. It was only when
the woman began to get upset with being ignored that
the cashier suddenly saw her standing there and, ap-
pearing to be a little shaken up, rang up her lunch ticket.
Another woman who had similar experiences wanted to
test this and, after having been ignored at a movie theater
ticket window, walked in and out of the theater past
the ticket person several times. No one ever indicated
that they could see her. Then to be absolutely certain, she
entered the lobby of the men's room to see if she could
get stares. No one even looked her way. And there are
other stories...

I don't know what these reports represent, but I am in-
terested in gathering information from other researchers
and investigators who might be encountering this phe-
nomenon. I'm especially interested in seeing if any kind
of correlation can be found between those individuals
who feel they have been onboard an alien craft and
those who are experiencing this invisibility phenomenon.
It would be interesting to learn if, in passing through the
force field of a craft, the abductee's own vibrational
frequency is somehow altered or raised. After all, re-
ported craft seem to have the ability to appear and dis-
appear at will and might have a force field that alters vi-
brational frequency and allows for these phenomena.

Although it stretches the imagination to consider that
involuntary, spontaneous invisibility could be occur-
ring to some abductees, I am putting forth a serious in-
quiry to the researchers and investigators who read the
Mutual UFO Network UFO Journal, asking for your
assistance in acquiring any data and information that
might come to your attention in this regard. I can be
reached at the address below.

Donna Higbee, CEIT
P.O. Box 6404
Santa Barbara, CA 93160
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John Carpenter

"Alien Mistakes: Humorous Evidence"

The idea that aliens are actually part of our present re-
ality is controversial enough without adding any

additional debatable aspects. However, a large portion of
both groups that either accept or reject the existence of
other-worldly entities have considerable trouble with
the concept that any extraterrestrial beings of superior
knowledge and ability could make "mistakes."

Skeptics drill this point as "proof that these ac-
counts are manufactured in the imaginative minds of
bored individuals because aliens of superior intelligence
would "just not make ridiculous blunders." How do
any of us know for certain what another form of intelli-
gence would do? Do we need to make them into infal-
lible gods just because they are apparently more ad-
vanced? Perhaps they are different only in their abilities
concerning the manipulation of our environment —
which seem magical, spiritual, or "dimensional" in our
eyes. Perhaps they are just another race of beings who
managed to comprehend advanced space travel a hun-
dred years or so before we did. Perhaps they are just as
susceptible to unexpected twists of fate or unknown
variables in our world as we are. NASA's space launches
would seem incredible and magical to earthly aborigines
not previously aware of such human technological ad-
vances. Yet most of us are aware of NASA's many im-
perfections and unplanned blunders despite its superior
technology! ——^-^—^—

UFO research into
alien abduction ac-
counts is littered with
unexpected moments
of apparent extrater-
re s t r i a l b l u n d e r s .
(Some researchers
feel these "blunders" ^^^^—^^^^—^^^^^^^—
are deliberate to get our attention, but 1 think they would
have many more obvious methods for obtaining our at-
tention!) It is not especially amusing to be returned
from an abduction to the wrong city 15-30 miles away
— which has happened in a few cases.

One Arkansas rancher was talking on his truck's cit-
izen band radio to his wife back at the house when he
spotted a brilliant light coming at htm from the pasture
in front of his truck. The signal crackled and was lost. In
the dark she and others found the tire tracks of the truck
in the dewy grass stop dead without any trace of the
truck or driver. Minutes later the CB radio crackled on
again with the driver reporting confusion and disorien-
tation. They located him and his truck on top of a ridge
across the valley—but where no road existed and with

Perhaps they are just another race of beings who
managed to comprehend advanced space travel a
hundred years or so before we did. Perhaps they
are just as susceptible to unexpected twists of fate
or unknown variables in our world as we are.

no tire tracks in the dewy grass of that area leading to the
vehicle. It was as if the truck had been neatly set
down—but on the wrong ridge! If one is not careful, I
suppose, many Arkansas ridges may look alike from the
air.

One elderly but spirited woman found herself on
several occasions outside of her locked home, naked in
the yard. Although many others report this upsetting
displacement, this woman was more upset over the loss
of several expensive nightgowns which never returned
with her. In another case a husband kept replacing his
wife's nightgowns because he hoped she would not be
seen floating naked over the neighborhood.

People sometimes find themselves in someone else's
clothes. Budd Hopkins tells an amusing tale of a woman
and her little boy who sleeps with her every night. The
woman had a new Victoria's Secret nightgown on; the
boy had his favorite little pajamas. She awoke the next
morning in a man's oversized shirt; her boy found him-
self in an older boy's pajamas. What man awakened in
the Victoria's Secret nightgown? (And what did he tell
his wife?) I suppose that aliens with a busy schedule and
perhaps dozens of abductees aboard might confuse the
proper return of one's clothes from a large assortment.
Many people are returned to the wrong beds or bed-
rooms. In one case a family of five found themselves all
in different bedrooms one morning and were quite
amazed because not one of them ever remembered being
up during the night. It became more interesting when
they found a burned circle in the back yard and neigh-
bors asking about the bright lights at which the dogs had
been barking wildly.

One couple found that they had been switched from
———^^—^— their usual sides of

the bed to the oppo-
site sides. Their re-
spective pillows and
blankets had also
been swi tched .
Nei ther could ex-
p la in how this

^^^~^^^^^~^^^^^^^^^ overnight exchange
could have occurred. A number of people have found
themselves reversed with their feet on their pillows—of-
ten with mud or blades of grass—and their heads at the
foot of the beds.

One couple had both seen intrusive entities in their
bedroom but forget about these moments when offering
to let the husband's mother spend the night in their bed-
room in order to experience their waterbed. This no-non-
sense Christian woman awakened to see the same tall
dark being that they had observed previously but had
never described to anyone. His mother noted that it
seemed puzzled and disturbed in finding her there in-
stead of them! Needless to say, she had no desire to
sleep in their bedroom again.
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And, finally, there is a unique account from one of my
cases in Missouri in which a perfectly round, 30-foot
deep, 20-foot in diameter hole had been discovered near
Jefferson City, Missouri, within walking distance of an
abductee's home. Scientists from nearby Rolla, Missouri
had even investigated it by report.

The key to its formation comes from a session with
the nearby abductee. She had been recalling her abduc-
tion under hypnosis, remembering being led to the craft
by an alien on each side of her. Suddenly, they let go of
her and returned quickly to the craft. She bursts out
laughing because she sees their ship sinking into the
ground. Apparently it had set down on top of a Missouri
sinkhole: the weakened earth gave way—the craft sank
out of sight. It was therapeutic for her because she knew
that they were infallible and not so powerful after all.
Besides, they dropped her and left quickly!

The unusual hole remained as proof that something
large, heavy, and perfect ly round had been there
overnight. Every researcher has these kinds of amusing
accounts which seem to provide a different kind of
"proof that our reality is being intruded by another
type of reality that we can barely begin to comprehend.
But, perhaps extraterrestrials can make mistakes.

NEXT COLUMN: "Another Look at the False
Memory Syndrome"

Letters to Mufon UFO Journal

ROSWELL REVISITED
I had been going to answer the points in Karl Pflock's
letter (August Journal) in reverse order, but then decided
there might be those who thought I was ducking the crit-
icism that I had said Joyce interviewed Brazel on the ra-
dio. Clearly, this is not what I meant to say, nor is it ac-
curate. Based on our March, 1989 interview with Joyce
(notes because Joyce wouldn't let us record), Joyce said
that he called the sheriff to see if there was anything in-
teresting happening there. According to Joyce, the sher-
iff put Brazel on the phone and Joyce did interview
him, all the time spinning the records and doing every-
thing else he had to do in the radio station.

That evening, Joyce put Brazel's story on the air.
How do we know? Joyce told us. Besides, Joyce said
that he had feared he would be questioned by the station
owner, Walt Whitmore, Sr. about the crazy flying saucer
story. He didn't want to get into trouble and lose his job.
Had Joyce been referring to the Wednesday report in
which he reinterviewed Brazel, he would have had no
such concern because Whitmore had already interviewed
Brazel himself. Joyce would have had no concern about
his job on Wednesday. Therefore, Joyce reported, on the
radio, his interview with Brazel on Sunday, July 6.1 was

both right and wrong. I should have made it clear it
was the story that had been aired and not Brazel himself.

We too have interviewed many people who lived in
Roswell at the time, and have been told that the rumors
were flying thick and fast. I spoke to a number of people
who said they had heard stories but thought nothing of
them until they read about it in the newspaper. That
would suggest that some people were talking about fly-
ing saucers in Roswell prior to the publication of the
July 8 article.

It seems that Pflock does not want to believe that the
article was designed to divert attention, and he clings to
the idea that the press release was a mistake. If we look
at the body of data, we see that in the first article there is
no clue as to where to look. Brazel isn't named, nor is
there a suggestion as to where the craft was recov-
ered—just a ranch in the Roswell region. The Chaves
County Sheriff is mentioned but the only name is that of
Jesse A. Marcel, who is on his way to Fort Worth with
the debris. We know, based on a time line from the AP,
that the balloon answer exists by 5:30 P.M. in Fort
Worth, or 4:30 P.M. in Roswell. If we accept the testi-
mony of J. Bond Johnson as solid, then the balloon an-
swer would be available as early as 3 or 3:30 Roswell
time. The next day, The Roswell Morning Dispatch
mentions that the "Disk is a Weather Balloon," and
says that it was found "90 miles northwest of Roswell."
There is nothing in the press release to tell the curious
where to go in search of the wrecked saucer. Instead, it
tells them that it has already been recovered and is on its
way to Fort Worth.

At least two people, the pseudonymous Steve
MacKenzie and Walter Haul, have said that the press re-
lease was part of the cover story. We also have the sto-
ries from the newspapers that suggest the officers at
Roswel l received b l i s te r ing phone calls from
Washington about the press release but Haul denies
ever receiving any such calls even though he is named in
the article as one of those criticized.

The cheapest shot in a letter filled with cheap shots is
the allegation that we somehow didn't do our job as in-
vestigative journalists because we opted to provide all
the data. True, I'm not thrilled with the testimony that
one [alien] survived the crash, and when the first of the
witnesses mentioned it, I said nothing about it. When
asked about it, we mentioned that we had heard rumors
that one survived but that we had been unable to confirm
them.

Now there are three, Frankie Rowe, Barbara Dugger
and Ruben Anaya, who all suggest one survived. Should
we report this data or should we ignore it? Clearly,
based on the witnesses, this is second- or third-hand
testimony, but it is out there. To not report it leaves us
open to questions about what else we know and didn't
report. Besides, there are those complaining that we
haven't reported more about it, though my response is
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that everything we knew at the time is reported in the
book.

As we did in other sections of the book, we reported
all the data, trying to alert readers to its value by

pointing out that it is not direct evidence, but testimony
by those who heard the stories from others. We be-
lieved those reading the book would assign their own
priority to the data and make their own decision about
how important it was.

The question we asked was how could the reader
make an intelligent decision without all the data. It was
the reason that we included the negative comments
made by Dr. W. Curry Holden's wife and daughter about
his reliability because of his advanced age. No one
would be aware of the circumstances of the interview
had we not reported on them. To understand the impor-
tance of the data, all of it must be included.

Mr. Pflock, in his report Roswell in Perspective,
opted not to include all the data. He is writing a persua-
sive piece about the Project Mogul balloons. In the
course of that, he made editorial decisions about which
data to include. He opted to use the interview he con-
ducted with Jason Kellahin and reject, out of hand, the
data supplied by Robin Adair. In fact, he completely ig-
nores that data, mentioning in a footnote that he found
the information flawed.

The question that I ask is how can the reader make an
intelligent assessment of the data without all of it. The
fact that Kellahin has altered his story significantly is not
mentioned. That he disagrees with Adair is, but the
reader is told to ignore it. Yet, when all the facts are
brought into play, it becomes clear that Kellahin's story
is so badly flawed that it is nearly useless. By reading
Pflock's report, the reader doesn't know that, and the
conclusions reached by the reader are then as flawed as
Pflock's.

So, I make no apologies for including the data about
the possibility one alien survived. It was not included, as
Pflock suggests, to sell books because the book had al-
ready been sold to the publisher based on a five-page
outline that mentioned nothing of a survivor. The first
book continues to sell well without the data that one sur-
vived in it. No. the only reason to include it was to pro-
vide enough information so the reader can made an in-
telligent decision.

It is extremely easy to criticize the work of others, es-
pecially when the case being discussed is so complex.
Pflock has one opinion about it, based on his investiga-
tion into it. We have another, based on our five-year in-
vestigation and more than two thousand interviews con-
ducted with more than five hundred people. There will
be mistakes that emerge as we continue to research and
study. Little things that were insignificant will take on
huge importance as the skeptics and detractors believe
they find the fatal flaw in our work. We become so
busy stepping on the ants that we miss the elephants that

are about to run over us.
There is not a word on the Roswell case, regardless of

the length or author, that I can't pick apart by seizing on
the trivia. Names are misspelled, timing is off slightly,
and testimony is altered slightly as we search for the
truth. That doesn't mean that we are actively trying to
withhold information or disguise the truth. We must
look at the overall picture, examine all the data, and an-
alyze the motives of all the participants before we can
understand what happened at Roswell. The constant
sniping does nothing to advance the research, though it
provides the skeptics with the ammunition they need to
obscure the truth.

—Kevin Randle
Cedar Rapids, IA

AND REVISITED
Congratulations on your July issue! It is a milestone
on what I hope is the road to the truth about the Roswell
Incident and the long-delayed onset of the maturation of
UFO research.

Many thanks for your thoughtful review of my
Roswell in Perspective. I hope it inspires many
MUFONers to read RiP, compare it with what others
have written about Roswell and give sober consideration
to this important case and its implications for the future
of UFO research.

My complements also on Robert Todd's article,
"LaPaz, Roswell and Green Fireballs." His diligent dig-
ging into the Blue Book records provides solid docu-
mentary evidence for what I concluded long ago about
Lewis Rickett's recollections of his involvement with Dr.
Lincoln LaPaz (see RiP). Further, barring the discovery
of convincing evidence to the contrary, I believe Bob's
interpretation of what LaPaz discussed with Earl
Zimmerman (whom I "discovered" interviewed and
"deposed" in April and November 1993; see RiP)—
that LaPaz was talking about the investigation of the
January 30, 1949, RoswellAValker AFB green fireball
incident is entirely correct.

Returning to your review, I am a bit concerned some
of your readers may have gotten some mis-impressions.
First is that Roswell in Perspective deals primarily with
the Project Mogul issue, which as you know, is far from
the case. I address Roswell in its entirety, including
what I call the revisionist scenario advanced by Kevin
Randle and Don Schmitt. As its title implies, RiP is an
attempt to put Roswell in perspective based upon facts
and their responsible, thoughtful interpretation.

Second, with reference to the strange bodies which I
am convinced were in Army custody at Roswell Army
Air Field in early July, while I believe it is quite likely
their origin was extraterrestrial this is by no means a cer-
tainty. They may have been the result of something
quite earthly about which at least a few someones in au-
thority at RAAF and perhaps up some chain of com-
mand did not want the public to know. In sum, belief
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that there were bodies does not necessarily equal belief
they were extraterrestrial—bui does equal a conviction
something very out of line was goinj: < > n about which we
have a right to know.

Finally, coincidence plays a much larger role in our
lives than most of us realize. For instance, how likely is
it that an airliner would strike an arterial road bridge be-
tween Washington, D.C. and Virginia almost simulta-
neously with the fatal crash of a Washington Metro
subway train, together disrupting transportation in and
around the nation's capital for hours? It happened in
January 1982. I am sure Journal readers can call to
mind many examples of similarly "unlikely" events.
Given the high level of Mogul and possibly alien activ-
ity in New Mexico s skies at the time, it is not at all un-
likely a Projeci M t i i r u l array and an extraterrestrial
spaceship (or sonk-ining else) could have come to rest
near each other on the high desert in early July 1947. In
closing, permit me to add this important postscript to my
letter in the July Journal re Kevin Handle's claim that
Radio KGFL's Frank Joyce conducted a broadcast in-
terview with Mac Brazel, precipitating the (in)famous
"captured saucer" press announcement. On the afternoon
of July 8 (!), 1994,1 telephoned Frank Joyce. Here is the
relevant part of our conversation:

Pflock: Did you ever interview Brazel on the air?
Joyce: No! Absolutely, positively not! I never said

that.
Pflock: Kevin Handle is claiming you interviewed

Brazel on the air on Sunday, July 6, and that's what
caused the Army to put out the press release.

Joyce: Eventually I put it [the story] on the air.
Pflock: You put it on the air after the press release

came out, right?
Jovce: Now you've got it Exactly.

—Karl T. Pflock
Placitas, NM

SCIENTIFIC STANDARDS
Michael LaMoreaux, in his letter in MUFON UFO
Journal Number 313, rejects Dr. Stuart Appelle's call
two issues earlier for greater adherence to scientific
standards in this Journal and suggests that "good sense,
integrity, and perhaps mosi ol j l l open-mindedness"
are really all that is necessary in ufology.

Science is all about good sense, integrity, and open-
mindedness. It's about the systematic accumulation of
facts and data. It's about recognizing the degree of reli-
ability in each piece of data, and in the methods used to
collect and analyze them. It's about the construction of
logically consistent theories to account for those facts
and the revision of those theories in light of new facts
and data. To carry this out requires a thorough ground-
ing in what is already known (and with what degree of
certainty) about the discipline of study and its methods.
Without such a foundation, "good sense" is often neither
good (as in reliable) nor sensible.

Mr. LaMoreaux says "One does not expect lawyers,
artists, politicians, school teachers, or detectives to be
scientifically credible." I agree with him only about
artists (unless that artist is representing himself as
doing "scientific" work). As for the rest, I would be
most interested to know exactly what standards he
expects the rest of the professions he names to be per-
forming to. I humbly sug»eM that society expects the
work of all these people, especially lawyers and detec-
tives, to follow sc ien t i f i c pr inciples . And Dr.
AppelJe's point, which 1 completely agree with, is that
the quality of MUFON's work, and its credibility as
an organization, depends to a great extent on how
closely its journals and its members follow these sci-
entific principles.

—David Gotlib, M.D.
Toronto, Ontario

(The author is the editor of the Bulletin of Anomalous
Experience. For more information, write David at 2
St. Clair Avenue West, Suite 607, Toronto, Ontario,
M4V1L5, Canada.)

Address all letters of comment to Dennis Stacy, Box 12434,
San Antonio, Texas 78212.

/ UFO NEWSCLIPPING SERVICE \
The UFO Newsclipping Service will keep you

informed of all the latest United States and World-Wide
UFO reports (i.e., little known photographic cases, close
encounters and landing reports, occupant cases) and all
other UFO reports, many of which are carried only in
small town and foreign newspapers.

Our UFO Newsclipping Service issues are 20-page
monthly reports, reproduced by photo-offset, containing
the latest United States and Canadian UFO newsclip-
pings, with our foreign section carrying the latest British,
Australian, New Zealand and other foreign press
reports. Also included is a 3-5 page section of "Fortean"
clippings (i.e., Bigfoot and other "monster" reports). Let
us keep you informed of the latest happenings in the
UFO and Fortean fields.

For subscription information and sample pages from
our service, write today to:

^ UFO NEWSCLIPPING SERVICE ,
>. Route 1 - Box 220 • Plumerville, Arkansas 72127 f

MUFONET-BBS NETWORK
Member's Communication Link

Australia — U.S. — Canada — South Africa
Call for the BBS nearest you! FAX: 817-628-1031

Data No. 512-556-2524 8 - N - 1
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THE ALIEN JIGSAW
By Katharina Wilson, Intro by Budd Hopkins, 59 illustra-
tions. Katharina's carefully documented abduction case
encompasses childhood experiences, teaching dreams, cam-
ouflage, screen memories, visions & shades of military/gov-
e rnment invo lvemen t . $26.95 pp. Check or M.O. to
Katharina Wilson, PO Box 230023, Portland, OR 97281-
0023. Hard cover: ISBN 0-9639916-0-4.

GULF BREEZE UFO CONVENTION: October 14-16, 1994.
Jenny Randies, Dr. Arthur Horn, Dr. Richard Boylan, Dr. Leo
Sprinkle, Robert Dean, Linda Howe, Budd Hopkins, Forest
Crawford, Katharina Wilson, Marc Davenport & all 4 men of
the Allagash Abductions. Phone, fax (904) 432-8888 or write
Project Awareness, PO Box 730, Gulf Breeze, FL 32562.

VIDEO/AUDIO TAPES on UFOs, crop circles, aviation mys-
teries, near-death experiences, Face on Mars & other fascinat-
ing topics. Free list & sample newsletter from The Eclectic
Viewpoint, Box 802735-M, Dallas, TX 75380. Future lecture
hotline (214) 601-7687.

AREA 5L "EYES ONLY" VIDEOGUIDE: Only videotape
that guides you to Mailbox Rd & Area 51 from Las Vegas.
Detailed directions to Restricted Zone, White Sides Mtn., Bald
Mtn. & Little A'Le'lnn. Map included. VHS only $15.00.
Ralph McCarron, PO Box 6061-186, Sherman Oaks, CA
91413.

FACE ON MARS T-SHIRTS & CAPS: A clear, detailed
thought-provoking image of the most important discovery of
our time! T-shirts $14.00, Caps $10.00. $3.00 s&h per item. All
sizes. Designed & sold by Galaxy Productions, PO Box 324, 32
W. Anapamu St., Santa Barbara, CA 93101.

UFO DIRECTORY NOW AVAILABLE! Lists organizations,
individuals, businesses, stores, museums & lots more. Find
sources for books, periodicals, audio & video tapes, discussion
groups, etc. Fully indexed. Issue #1 includes 5 appendices, 66
pages, 8.5x11. $10 (CA residents add 78« tax.) Oasis Designs,
61159 El Coyote, Joshua Tree, CA 92252.

UFO/FORTEAN BOOKS, magazines for sale. For free list,
send SASE to J. Fisher, PO Box 383, Lake Toxaway, NC
28747.

VIDEO: HOAGLAND'S MARS VOL. 3, The Mars/Moon
Connection is here! Richard Hoagland presents new evidence
for existence of Moon-based alien structures resembling those
at Cydonia on Mars. 3 1/2 hours with many illustrations.
$39.95+$5 p&h. LIGHTWORKS, Box 661593MU8, Los
Angeles, CA 90066. Order by credit card: (800) 795-TAPE.

DOCTORAL CANDIDATE of Hypnotherapy conducting
study on missing time/abduction. Seeking individuals who
have been hypnotically regressed and are willing to complete a
small questionnaire pertaining to the hypnosis experience.
Strict confidentiality guaranteed. David E. Toth, 2278 Park
Lane, Holt, MI 48842-1249 (517) 694-4884. MUFON member.

THE ANOMALIST
New illustrated paperback. UEOs & cargo cults, dinosaurs
& gravity, fire poltergeists & spontaneous human combus-
tion, alien writing samples, astrology, mystery waves &
more. Edited by Dennis Stacy & Patrick Huyghe. $10.00 +
$2.50 p&h. Check or MO payable to Dennis Stacy, Box
12434, San Antonio, TX 78212.

E.L.F. INFESTED SPACES: Journal of Possible Paradigms-
Explore the mysterious realities of UFOs & Paranormal phe-
nomena! Flying Saucers, Earth Lights, Consciousness, Alien
Intelligences, Psychotronics, Mind Control, Forteana,
Morphogenesis , Possession, Dreams, Cryptozoology,
Conspiracy, Shamanism, Synchronicity, Mythology! $3 sam-
ple/$10 quarterly subscription. Payable to Stephen Miles
Lewis, Box 33509, Austin, TX 78764.

LOOKING FOR CONDON REPORT INVESTIGATORS
Roy Craig & James E. Wadsworth from the University of
Colorado, circa 1968, to confirm research findings. Anyone
knowing their whereabouts please contact Lindy Tucker at
P.U.R.E. Research, PO Box 627, Sebring, FL 33871.

THE VIEW FROM HERMIT'S PEAK: An alternative inves-
tigation into the UFO enigma (spiritual, quan tum, other
dimensions, etc.) Also available: Project: Shift, a newsletter
covering the approaching reality collapse & related events
(Earth Changes). Write for free samples of one or both
newsletters. Richmar, Dept. U-2, Box 14956, Albuquerque,
NM 87191.

FREE LAMINATED LUGGAGE TAG: "Incident Analysis
Report" (SASE to address below, no purchase necessary).
"Alien Presence Analysis," $3.00; "Suggested UFO Contact
Protocols & Procedures," $2.00, postpaid, MO only. Mutual
Interests, MUSEP, Box 10041, Scottsdale, AZ 85271.

THE U.P.I. JOURNAL: A quarterly publication bringing sub-
scribers relevant information supplemented by current inves-
tigations found nowhere else. We provide an open forum for
subscribers' views which might otherwise go unvoiced. $16/yr,
$4 sample copy. Checks payable to: McCollum/Nelsen at 744
State Street, Suite 201, Kirkland, WA 98033.

Continued on Page 22

X-NET UFO & PARANORMAL HOTLINE
Hear chilling first-person reports on alien contact, psy-
chotronics, near-death experiences, anomalous phenomena,
ESP, vampires, visions, "black" projects, ghosts, Bigfoot &
more! Plus organizations, publications & events info on X-
NET's Voice Bulletin Board. File reports at (213) 413-6850,
Cyberplex, LA.. Hotline $1.89/min, 18+.

1-900-420-XNET
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Bright Planets (Evening Sky):
Venus, still at maximum brilliancy on the 1st, gradually de-
scends toward the solar glare unt i l it disappears in midmonth.
Our planetary neighbor sets about an hour after sunset on
the 1st but only about 20 minutes after on the 15th.
Jupiter (magnitude -1.7). in Libra, lies only about 8° above
Venus in the SW and sets about 45 minutes after its brighter
companion. The crescent Moon joins the pair on October 6
and 7. Mercury may be found to the right of Venus: it is, how-
ever, very low from the northern states. By late October.
Jupiter is also gone from the evening sky.
Saturn (0.7). in Aquarius, is in the SE at dusk, moving west-
ward through the night .
Bright Planets (Morning Sky):
Mars (0.8), in Cancer, rises in the NE shortly after midnight in
midmonth. The brightening red planet passes through the
Beehive Cluster on the 17th and 18th. At dawn the planet
stands high in the SE.
Saturn sets in the W about 3 AM in mid-October
Comet Crash Update:
The collision of Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 wi th the planet
Jupiter more than lived up to its advance bi l l ing, becoming a
spectacular event for professional and backyard astronomers
worldwide as well as for the general public. More than 20
comet fragments plowed into Jupiter's backside between July
16 and 22, creating a series of huge fireballs and unexpected
black spots that became visible as the big planet's rotation car-
ried each into view. The black spots containing organic ma-
terial were one of the big surprises: their precise origin was
s t i l l being debated as of th is writ ing. After the impacts at-
mospheric shock waves and seismic waves radiated through
Jupiter's thick atmosphere, giving clues to the planet's interior
structure. The Internet computer system provided almost in-
stant global coverage of the once-in-a-mil lennium astronom-
ical event, inc luding two mi l l ion images of Jupiter over a
two-week span.
Meteor Shower:
Although the Orionid shower peaks on the morn ing of
October 22. a bright gibbous Moon interferes all night . So the
normal count of 20 or so meteors per hour wi l l not be seen.
Some of the Orionids can be spotted about 5 days before
and after the peak date.
Moon Phases:
New moon —October 4

First quarter — October 1 1

Full moon — October 19... Hunters Moon ( )

Last quarter — October 27

The Stars:
During midevening hours the celestial meridian (imaginary
line connecting the north-zenith-south points) separates the
summer stars in the W from the autumn stars in the E. The
two great sky symbols of both seasons—the Summer Triangle
and the Great Square of Pegasus—lie on either side of the
meridian.
The Milky Way is s t i l l prominent overhead, stretching across
the sky from Sagittarius in the SW to Auriga in the NE. This
subtle stellar band is best glimpsed far from city lights.

September 16-17 — 31st Annual National UFO Conference,
Radisson Inn near Cleveland. Ohio Airport. For information write to
UAPA. P.O. Box 347032. Cleveland. OH 44134 or call (216) 826-
1357.

September 16,17 & 18 — UFO Friendship Campout, Little
A'Le'lnn, Hwy 375, Rachel. Nevada. Speakers and meals. Please
contact Pat or Joe Travis at (702) 729-2515 for further information.

October 8-9 — "The UFO Experience" • Holiday Inn. North Haven.
Connecticut. For information contact Omega Communications, P.O.
Box 2051MJ. Cheshire, CT 06410-5051. U.S A

October 14-16 — 2nd Annual Gulf Breeze UFO Conference,
Pensacoia Grand Hotel. Pensacola, Florida. For information write to
Project Awareness, P O. Box 730. Gulf Breeze, FL 32562 or call
(904) 432-8888

November 27 - December 4 — 4th International UFO Congress
Convention. Peppermili Oasis Resort in Mesquite. Nevada (1 hour
north of Las Vegas). For further information contact Bob Brown.
4266 Broadway, Oakland, CA 94611 Tel: (510) 428-0202.

READERS' CLASSIFIEDS — Continued from Pat-e 21

T-SHIRTS WITH A PUNCH! The Santa Cruz CE-4 presents
quality, specialty T-shirts ($20/choose from 5 colors/8 say-
ings /M-XL) designed by our abductee support group. A
Gray's face with humorous sayings expresses the abductees'
feelings about their experiences. Catalog $1.00. 129 May Ave.,
Santa Cruz, CA 95062 (408) 425-4831.

Your Ad can appear here, too. 50 words for $15 per issue (add
$100 for bold box). Send ad copy, sample or merchandisc4 &
check or MO payable to MUFON to Dennis Stacy. Box 12434,
San Antonio, TX 78212.

RARE UFO BOOKS
Collectible UFO Books: Rare & very hard to find hard-
backs, paperbacks & softbound books exclusively on
"Flying Saucers'YUFOs. Send for free list which includes
hundreds of titles in various conditions & prices. Ufound
books, PO Box 591285, Miami, FL 33159-1285.
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DIRECTOR'S MESSAGE - Continued from Page 24

Oct. 1 - Larry King TNT Special, "The UFO Cover-
up: Live from Area 51."

Please consult your TV guide for channel, date, and
time in your local area.

WESTERN REGIONAL DIRECTOR VACANCY
Robert J. Gribble (Seattle, WA), Western Regional
Director, submitted his resignation effective July 25,
1994. His four-year term would have normally expired
in December 1994. MUFON is now actively seeking
candidates for this prestigious position on the Board
of Directors to fill the vacancy. The Western Region is
composed of the following mountain states: Montana,
Wyoming, Colorado. New Mexico, and all of the states
west of these including Alaska and Hawaii. We are so-
liciting individuals who have had previous MUFON
leadership positions such as State Director, Assistant
State Director, and State Section Director as examples.
If you are interested in accepting greater leadership re-
sponsibilities, please write to Walt Andrus expressing
your desire to f i l l this role and your qualifications.

Unti l such time as a new Western Regional Director
is elected, all State Directors in the western region of
states should send their completed UFO sighting re-
ports directly to the Deputy Director - Investigations, T.
David Spencer, 6700 Woodcrest. Austin. TX 78759.

STRANGE HARVESTS 1993
Linda Moulton Howe, Emmy award-winning televi-
sion producer, author and creator of UFO Report:
Sightings on FOX, continues her documentary investi-
gations into the worldwide animal mutilation mystery
and its association with strange moving lights ... Strange
Harvests 1993. Ms. Howe is a member of MUFON's
Board of Directors.

Her new one-hour documentary may be purchased
for $35 (P&H included) by writing to Linda Moulton
Howe Productions, P. O. Box 538, Huntington Valley,
PA 19066 or calling (215) 491 -9840.

DIRECTOR OF LEGAL AFFAIRS VACANCY
The recent resignation of Kenneth A. Wong, J.D. as
Director of Legal Affairs has created an opportunity
for one of MUFON's 31 Consultants in Law to volun-
teer to f i l l this vacancy on the MUFON Board of
Directors. The position is basically to head up and co-
ordinate our diversified nation-wide legal staff and pro-
vide legal advice to the MUFON Board of Directors
upon request. We invite interested attorneys to contact
Robert H. Bletchman, J.D., 360 E. Center Street,
Manchester, CT 06040-4440; telephone (203) 643-2433
or Walter Andrus in Seguin, TX at (210) 379-9216.

FIELD INVESTIGATOR'S MANUAL OUT OF PRINT
The third edition of the MUFON Field Investigator's
Manual is temporarily out-of-print. It has been removed
from the MUFON Publications List. Work is progressing
very well on publishing an expanded version to be iden-
tified as the fourth edition in the near future. Please do
not delay conducting Field Investigator training classes
due to the absence of the fourth edition. Some sections
or chapters of the present manual are only being up-
dated, whereas new sections on abduction investiga-
tions, animal mutilations, crop circles, and polygraph
wil l be added. Explicit instructions on completing Form
I and Form 2 will also be new. The expanded section on
interviewing witnesses by Dan Wright will be another
asset to the new manual.

The availability date and price will be announced in
the Journal. Please do not back order the new manual
since it will be doubled in size, and the price has not
been determined from the printer. We are very excited
about the fourth edition, since it will be a state-of-the-art
publication. We are targeting late 1994 for its publishing
date.

UNITED NATIONS VIDEO
On October 2, 1992, a UFO presentation was made at
the United Nations in an effort to reopen Decision GA
33/426. The two-hour VHS video tape includes
Mohammad A. Ramadan, Stanton T. Friedman. John
F. Schuessler and Robert H. Bletchman. Tapes of this
monumental UN presentation may be purchased by
Postal Money Orders, personal check made payable
through a U.S. bank or U.S. cash for $19.95 plus $2
for p.&h. to MUFON, 103 Oldtowne Rd., Seguin,
TX 78155-4099, U.S.A.

MUFONET-BBS NETWORK
Member's Communication Link

Australia — U.S. — Canada — South Africa
Call for the BBS nearest you! FAX: 817-628-1031

Data No. 512-556-2524 8 - N - 1

UFOs, MJ-12 AND THE GOVERNMENT:
A Report on Government Involvement in

the UFO Crash Retrievals (113 pages)
by Grant Cameron and T. Scott Grain

Price: $19 plus $1.50 for postage and handling.
Order from MUFON, 103 Oldtowne Rd., Seguin, TX 78155-4099
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NEWS FROM AROUND THE NETWORK

ANOTHER MAJOR MILESTONE REACHED
The August 1994 issue of the MUFON UFO Journal
was mailed to 5073 member/subscribers, passing the
5000 mark. Counting family memberships, MUFON
has approximately 6000 members worldwide. Is the in-
terest in Ufology becoming more prevalent? At first
glance, the answer to that question might have a direct
relationship to MUFON's growth over the recent years.
In May 1989. 2016 copies of the Journal were mailed.
3008 copies were mailed with the March 1991 issue
and by September 1992 the member/subscriber mailings
had reached 4025. In a little over five years MUFON's
growth has increased two and one-half times from 2000
to over 5000.

If MUFON's growth was dependent upon the current
interest in Ufology alone, it would seem logical that
our major compatriot organizations in the U.S.A. would
have displayed a proportionate evolution. However, this
was not the case. Obviously, the real answer lies with the
fundamental philosophy of our grass roots leadership at
the state and provincial levels. Over the years. UFO
organizations have come and gone, but none have had
the organizational structure that has made the Mutual
UFO Network so successful. The real heroes for our suc-
cess may be directly attributed to the leadership, direc-
tion, and teamwork provided by our state, provincial,
and national organizations worldwide. Since this brief
statement is a tribute to all of these dedicated people,
please accept the thanks and appreciation of your col-
leagues in Ufology for a job well-done. The MUFON
Board of Directors and staff have only one purpose and
that is to serve the needs of our vast network of UFO in-
vestigators and researchers because these are the people
who make things happen.

As a new science, the future of Ufology has never
been more promising than it is today. With the surge of
media attention, the acceptance by scientists and acad-
emics of the UFO phenomenon, and especially the fi-
nancial support of the Bigelow Foundation, giant strides
forward will be achieved far surpassing past historical
accomplishments. The coalition executive council com-
posed of representatives of the Center for UFO Studies
(CUFOS), the Fund for UFO Research (FUFOR). and
the Mutual UFO Network (MUFON). organized to ad-
minister UFO research proposals and generously funded
by the Bigelow Foundation, promises to be a major
ufological breakthrough for not only financial support,
but close cooperation between the leading UFO organi-
zations in the United States.

NEW OFFICERS
South Carolina State Director, Richard M. Coffman,
has appointed Charles L. Hawes (Summerville),
presently a state section director, to be his Assistant
State Director. Forest Crawford, Illinois State Director,
has designated Thaddeus J. Lewandowski (Roselle) to
become the Assistant State Director for northern Illinois.

Mr. Coffman has approved the appointments of two
new state section directors for South Carolina. They
are Allard H. Gasque (Columbia) for Richland and
Lexington Counties and Jeffery A. Ttyson (Seneca) for
Oconee, Anderson, and Abbeville Counties. Other new
state section directors selected this month were Lynn
Stokes (Sonora. TX) for Sutton, Kimble, and Crockett
Counties; Linda D. Penman (Del Rio. TX) for Val
Verde and Kinney Counties; W. Oren Swearingen,
D.D.S. (College Station, TX) for Brazos, Grimes,
Washington, Burleson, Robertson, and Madison
Counties: Kenneth M. Kays. M.D. (Osage Beach, MO)
for Miller, Camden. and Morgan Counties: Rory E.
Vadnais (Visalia, CA) for Tulare County; Robert L.
Nelson (Harvest, AL) for Limestone County; and
William J. Murphy, M.A. (Lansing. MI) for Ingham.
Clinton, and Easton Counties.

CONSULTANTS AND RESEARCH SPECIALISTS
Nine new Consultants joined MUFON's Advisory Board
of Consul tants d u r i n g August . They are: Laurie
Siperstein-Cook, D.V.M. (San Rafael , CA) in
Veterinary Medicine; Joseph J. O'Connell, III, D.O.
(Princeton, NJ) in Emergency Medicine: Honora
Simon, Ph.D. (Chicago, IL) in Clinical Psychology
(Hypnotherapy); Thomas M. Sweeney, J.D. (Dallas,
TX) in Law; Allan A. Bonney, J.D. (Spokane, WA) in
Law; Kevin A. Hill, Ph.D. (Miami Beach, FL) in
Political Science; Joseph Rubenstein, O.D. (Boca
Raton, FL) in Optometry; Philip Harrison, Ph.D.
(Seattle, WA) in Linguistics; and Terry R. McMillan,
J.D. (Oklahoma City, OK) in Law.

Four new Research Specialists volunteered their tal-
ents this past month—Donald Braffit, M.S. (Hollis,
NH) in Computer Science; Steven G. Olson, M.S.
(Tualat in , OR) in Political Science; Norman D.
Winegar, M.S.W. (Chesterfield. VA) in Clinical Social
Work; and William J. Murphy, (Lansing, MI) in
History.

UPCOMING TV UFO PROGRAMS
The following TV UFO programs are scheduled for the
immediate future:

Sept. 11 - Crusaders (syndicated), F.O.I.A. docu-
ments and Roswell Declaration.

Sept. 18 - Unsolved Mysteries (NBC-TV), "The
Alagash Abductions," Ray Fowler.
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